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That is the English attitude to America. What of that
of America to England ? Let us see what an American author
who knows his Far East says :
Even though an Anglo-American Alliance is impractical
there is no reason why there cannot be an effective working
agreement between the English-speaking nations. They have
much the same objectives. As great trading nations both are
vitally concerned to see peace maintained so that prosperity may
flourish. In matters political they are bound to co-operate by joining
forces in bringing pressure to bear against any nation which
attempts to embark on a dangerous naval or military pro-
gramme.*
It stands to reason that once parity on a reduced basis
between the British and the American Navies is an accomplished
fact, it will be to the interest of both nations to see that no other
Power builds a fleet to threaten either, f
If the United States better appreciated her strength she
might more easily understand England's burdens. If England
more clearly recognized the close kinship between the United
States and the Dominions, she would find it easier to work out
a form of partnership which could be based not on rivalry but
on the pursuit of common interests to mutual advantage. J
The fact is that there is much in the psychology of both
English and Americans that one who is neither cannot
understand. That is the reason for the conflicting views
expressed at the beginning of this chapter. There is no doubt
that the two countries compete : there is no doubt that they
co-operate. We Japanese are not alone in thinking that
their quarrels wiU end in an appeal to the sword : there are
others. But what we must never forget is that, should a third
party appear on the scene, they will drop their quarrel and
attack him together. America's participation in the War
and the Anglo-American co-operation at the Washington
and London Conferences are actual instances. It was just
the same over the Manchurian affair, but there the prob-
ability of joint action against Japan was incomparably
greater than in any of the other three cases.
It is precisely for this reason that war with America
* Instead of the words in italics, which are a translation of the Japanese,
Mr. Roosevelt says, "have the opportunity of co-operating in the interest
of actual world disarmament".
•f Nicholas Roosevelt: America and England, p. 226,
231.

